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shudra: the rising (2012): set during the
indus valley civilization, the film deals with

caste system in ancient india. the sanjiv
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jaiswal directed film that earned 83 lakh was
dedicated to socio-political reformer b.r
ambedkar. shudra: the rising (2012) set

during the indus valley civilization, the film
deals with caste system in ancient india. the

film garnered nearly 83 lakhs at the box-
office. shri sanjiv jaiswal, director of the film
said it is dedicated to b.r. ambedkar and was
motivated by the great leader's thoughts of

social reform. it marks the biggest
achievement of shri b. ambedkar's life. shri
ambedkar- dr. b. ambedkar, social reformer,
economist, and a constitutionalist- welcomed
the release of this film. shri jaiswal said "i am

proud of the fact that i am one of the few
people who have been chosen to interpret
dr. ambedkar's thoughts in a film. the film

showcases the society of the ancient india in
all its glory. it's a milestone film in the
history of indian cinema and makes an

essential contribution to the nation." tens of
thousands of films, tv shows, music videos
and more for all kinds of devices including

iphones, android phones, tablets, computers,
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